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Abstract--Body and Mind are single entity. It has some relationship with the way in which individuals thinking, aspire, 
feel, behave and have emotions. Everything in the universe is to be in a state of harmony with the balance maintained by 
the universe. Thus, yoga posture is one such gesture, mentally and physically to extend and exercise in the direction of 
our cooperation with the universe at least up to certain extent. What is the mean of ‘practice yoga’? It is the inner 
aspiration deeply felt within everyone to be set in a state of union with Reality as such – being qua being.  For such state 
to attain there is a deeper and higher requirement on our part to be in the light of yoga which is the restraint of the 
senses, disciplining the way in which our mind or our consciousness works in terms of sense organs. Thus, yoga 
discipline will take individuals deeper and deeper significantly and as we proceed further, will make more and happier, 
rather than make us feel constrained during practice. Yoga is a great satisfaction, which will be realized shortly by the 
aspirant following few changes to have balanced life. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

     Thinking that we are always perfect is the result of egoism which disturbs the balance of life.  
It can be reduced and controlled by practicing yoga. Why should we practice yoga? It is because 
of the inner aspiration deeply felt within everyone to be in a state of union with Reality as such – 
being qua being.  By yoga posture we extend our cooperation with the universe at least in one 
level of our being. But yoga is not merely a physical posture.  It is the oneness with the universal 
force. 

     It starts with a deeper understanding of the profound implications of one’s relationship with 
the universe. There is a deeper and higher requirement on our part to understand light of yoga 
which is attained by restraint of the senses, disciplining the way in which the mind or our 
conscious works in terms of sense organs. It is a need felt by everyone to maintain an inner 
relationship with the larger dimension of reality from which we are not different, and outside 
which we do not exist. Discipline is a voluntary acceptance of the existence and operation of this 
law for own higher being. 

     When we try to have balanced life by disciplining ourselves we sometimes feel that it might 
be the action imposed upon us by people around. On contrary, it is not something that is acting 
from outside but the pressure felt within for our own larger reality. Thus, yoga discipline, will 
take the person deeper and deeper significantly as he proceed further, and will make the person 
more and happier, than make him feel constrained to believe that the individual is undergoing a 
painful exercise. Yoga is a great satisfaction, which will be realized shortly. 

OPENIONS ABOUT BALANCED LIFE 
 
      Balance is not about symmetry, but about perspective, how we see. Balance is not so much 
striking or holding the pose, but flowing with the movements that affect our pose in life. The 
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more quickly an individual respond and make adjustments the more balanced he will be. Balance 
comes from adapting quickly. 

POSITIVE OPENIONS 
 
     According to Upanishads practicing good Karma and dhrama is the only way as there is no 
judgment or forgiveness, but simply an impersonal, natural and eternal law operating in the 
universe. Those who do good will be reborn in better conditions while those who are evil will be 
reborn in worse conditions. The Gita's Balanced Path is Meditation Plus Right activity. Each 
individual has a particular set of responsibilities, a dharma which should be followed without 
fail. 

NEGATIVE OPENIONS 

     Noted biologist John Kricher was among the apostates, telling us there “is no balance of 
nature – not today and not at any time in Earth’s long history. The paradigm is based on belief, 
not data; it has no scientific merit.”Robert Fulghum personally, thinks that balance is a fallacy. 
It’s presented in society as something that can be achieved, but in reality it’s not an achievable 
goal.” He thinks that each individual is beautiful in their individuality and as a pair, perfect in 
their difference. 

DON’TS FOR YOGIC BALANCE 
 
     We should not skip breakfast, have too much calorific food, think negative about ourselves 
and others, nor put on weight, be afraid of failure, criticize ourselves and others, have negative 
self-taking, procrastination, fear of success, be taken away by praises and people, but be thy self. 

METHODS TO DISTRESS FOR BALANCED BODY 
 
      Take a deep breath focusing the mind on a single object, laugh and smile as far as possible, 
having big breakfast, average lunch and tiny dinner, with fibrous proteinaceious fatty and more 
calorific food as per age and size of body, drinking at least 5 litres of water, drinking green tea, 
taking a cup of coffee, natural foods, vegetables and fruits, rearing of pet animals improves self-
esteem and decrease shrewdness and loneliness, long walk and swimming should be practiced, 
read one or few books, go to bed early, stop thinking about the past, think about the present, 
enjoy each and every thing in life, stop joking and comparing oneself with others, don’t keep any 
pending work, processed food should be avoided, stretch daily to improve flexibility, listen to 
peaceful music, keep surroundings clean, clothes and articles wored should make us happy, 
throw away unwanted things, have a perfect cordial relationship with the spouse, family and 
friends, have a good sleep. Consistent yoga practice leads to a significant increase in “serotonin” 
a happy hormone which regulates sleep, appetite and mood the reason for which it should not be 
discontinued. 

HOW TO SELF-PURIFY AND SELF TRANSFORM BY REPROGRAMMING THE MIND AND BODY IN 
YOGIC STATE 

Practice austerity of Mind, Speech, Body, senses and by 

 Best use of thoughts 

 Best use of Speech and Tongue 
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 Best use of body, Tapas, Penance 

 Focusing on God 

PURIFICATION PLAN TO CONNECT BODY-MIND-SPIRIT THROUGH YOGA 

* Gita or any other spiritual books is a step by step spiritual guide to connect body, Mind and     
Spirit 
* Transcend from three gunas simultaneously by doing our best possible Karma yoga, Bhakti 
yoga and Gnana yoga. 
 Maintain healthy body, healthy mind and connect with Supreme Soul by Yoga, Pranayam 

and Meditation.  
 Unconditionally SURRENDER to Him. 

 
BENIFITS OF YOGA FOR BALANCED LIFE 
 
     Yoga is loved by most of the people throughout the world as it calms the mind, energizing 
and not draining, can do it anywhere ,easily modified, not competitive, therefore teaches us, 
brings awareness, helps the individual to love his body and soul.  It makes the individual face the 
obstacles challengingly, courageously, cheerfully without undergoing depression or weak. It 
rejuvenates the body and refines the mind. A person, who practices yoga make the body and soul 
pure.   It means slowly and steadily the body tends to recuperate from lathargic/lazyness to jovial 
activities.  As there is no fear of sin and love for God, humanness is on the decline in human 
beings. This is the cause for lack of peace in the world. With all this, yoga is never complete. 
Perhaps, it has not even started. 
 
HOW TO START YOGA FOR BALANCED LIFE 
 

Start the day with love and yoga 
Spend the day with love 

Fill the day with love 
End the day with love 
this is the way to God. 

      The lord’s decision is that the acts of sacrifice, charity and austerity should not be 
abandoned.  They should be performed without the feeling of dooership or attachment for the 
fruit of the work they are doing. Desire, anger and greed are the greatest impediments in the path 
of spirituality. Slowly and steadily try to shun them.  Render help to others, if possible. Never 
hate anybody under any circumstances. The essence of 18 Puranas is contained in these two 
maxims: Help ever, Hurt never. Spirituality destroys narrow mindedness and confers unity, 
cooperation and universal peace. All the worldly things are fleeting and momentary. Only God is 
immutable, pure, eternal and immortal. So, spend your time in singing the glory of God. By 
sincere prayer and yoga, you can discover your latent divinity. 
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